
NEW YEARS PERSONAL 
TRAINING DISCOUNTS   

Have you been thinking about changing up your routine? 

Are you getting bored or not seeing results?   

Do you have questions about proper form or want inspriation?

The January Personal Training Deal is a GREAT opportunity to see what it's all 

about for an unbelievable price of almost 70% off!

Mike is a kinesiology student 
focusing on the study of 
movement and strength 
training with a background in 
athletics and performance 
training.

Ramiro is a strength 
training and conditioning 
coach specializing in 
functional movements and 
listening to client's goals to 
create a lifestyle plan for 
success..

Matthew focuses on 
creating consistent and 
safe workouts for clients 
that can boost 
confidence and create 
lasting positive change.

Kathy is a Yoga & 
Pilates Instructor. Her 
yoga training is 
Iyengar based which 
is often used 
therapeutically to 
increase movement, 
strength and flexibility.

Susanna is an acupuncturist, 
herbalist, and yoga teacher. 
Clients can find comfort in 
sharing their personal history 
and knowing that the session 
will be targeted to their 
needs

Sheri is a trainer and group 
fitness instructor specializing in 
cardiovascular and resistance 
training with an emphasis on 
form and nutrition.

Pick a pre-arranged session that outlines trainer, focus and days/times. 
Register directly with the Front Desk or online. The trainer will call you prior 
to the start of the session to introduce him or herself.
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The Details:



The January Personal Training Deal is a GREAT opportunity to see what it's all 

about for an unbelievable price of almost 70% off!

The Details:

Fine Print:

Choose a 
session that 
works for your 
schedule
Register at the 
Front Desk or 
online
The trainer will 
call you directly 
prior to the first 
day of your 
session.

FOR NEW 
PERSONAL 
TRAINING 
CLIENTS 
ONLY
You do NOT 
have to be a 
member to 
participate.
No refunds/ 
credits/ make - 
ups for missed 
classes
When 
registering, you 
are registering 
for the dates/ 
times/ trainer 
assigned.


